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Abstract. This paper presents the design and development of a 16F877A microcontroller-based wireless data acquisition system. Besides that, this paper also presents a study of the possibility of different existing methodologies that linked to field data acquisition from distribution automation systems. Various existing data transmission technique was studied, especially for wireless systems such as satellite, radio, GSM and paging. The hardware and software implementation are described in this paper. The system will be used for reading, storing and analyzing data that obtained from DAS. The wireless communications are based on the GSM network. The laboratory results are compared with the simulation results to make the final conclusion of the algorithm function properly.

Introduction

Power disruption is the situation of loss the electric power to an area due to fault that occurs at power stations, transmission, distribution or substations. In Malaysia, common cause of power outage are divide to three which is Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) system, weather or third party involvement and customer's premises. For TNB system, the reason of the power outage is occur because the short circuit in TNB distribution system and land or underground line cable which have been served. Then, for weather or third party involvement includes accidents which involve TNB installations such as poles and others, pilferage of TNB installation, extreme weather conditions such as floods or third party works beyond TNB’s control such as road excavations. Lastly, for cause of power outage that occur at customer's premises are defective wiring system, short circuit in the premises or fault appliances. When the power disruption is occur the customet may report to TNB and TNB’s technician will locate and investigate the cause of the disruption. Distribution system is too complex to handle in case of fault. Then, it is may require high number of man-hours to rectify the fault. For minor breakdown, it takes no later than four hours to restore the supply [1]. After that, when some problem may take longer time to solve, so it may affect financial losses to the customers and to the utilities and the customer complaint is getting high too. Therefore it is necessary to develop and build a non-expensive intelligent DAS that can be eliminate or reduce the human intervention for operating and controlling the distribution system that can identify, locate and rectify the fault and furthermore isolate the faulted distribution zone from the rest of the other zones located in the same vicinity.

Various communication networks that can be used for DAS applications. Compare wire and wireless systems, wireless is more relevant to be implemented nowadays. It is because wireless network has flexibility function that does not require operators to be in actual area. Operators can control and monitor DAS in long distance. Among all the communication networks, GSM communication is used. It is because GSM network has low transmission bit error rate, low cost, wide signal coverage and high level of security [2]. GSM network is used in many applications such as health monitoring, meteorological monitoring, decentralized renewable energy plants, remote photovoltaic (PV) water pumping system and so on [3-11].
No research has been done in the service substation side of the downstream distribution systems. This is probably due to the degree of damages. Faults occur in the substations and distributions are more severe and affect wider area compared to faults which occur in the service substations. Although, the fault occur are considered as minor in the services substation, they are handled equipment which are closest to customers. Some minor fault might jeopardize continuous electricity supply to customers [12, 13]. In this paper, a microcontroller-based data acquisition was devised. This system was developed by using PIC16F877A microcontroller and is applied to DAS. This specific microcontroller is selected in order to produce a high speed operations and low cost prototype. The system is transmitted data from sensors goes to microcontroller and passed on to a personal computer via GSM communication. The information is processed and displayed on HMI software. Then, it is stored in computer storages as archive of the systems.

Methodology

In this section, a data acquisition system design and the various methods for remote data transmission are described. The system consists of a set of sensor for measuring parameter in distribution systems such as currents, voltages and powers. The collected data are first conditioned using intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) such as current and voltage transducers. After that, the information will transmit to a personal computer.

The information from the distribution systems can be transmit via wired communication such as RS232, RS485, USB or Ethernet or wireless communication such as Radio, Paging, GSM or Satellite to a personal computer. Then, human machine interface (HMI) software will be used to processed the data and display it. After that, the data will be stored on the computer data storage to function as archives. Figure 1 present a general block diagram of the various options for field data transmission and communication network to a personal computer. Before that, we first analyze the advantages and disadvantages of these systems.

![Figure 1. Data transmission methods from DAS to the personal computer.](image-url)
Various methods were used to transmit information in data acquisition systems. Nowadays, wireless communications was one of the ways to transmit the data form the field systems. Unfortunately, there are many drawbacks when using wireless sensor network especially Zigbee to be a communication media to transmit data. It is because it consumes more energy to operate, higher risk of malicious intrusion and attack, less reliable for data transmission, complex to developed and has limited signal coverage. Different from GSM network, its offer more advantages compared to Zigbee which is contains essential intelligent functions for support of personal mobility, low transmission bit error rate, low costs, wide signal coverage and higher reliability in data transmission[3].

Data Acquisition Developed System

In this section, we are going to present the description of field data acquisition system, developed to collect and transmit the information from the sensor pass to the personal computer through GSM communication network. Figure 2 shows the transmission scheme by using GSM as communication media. Then, Figure 3 presents the general block diagram of the data logger for DAS. The information from the sensor goes to the microcontroller which is PIC16F877A, where it is processed and then sends to external EEPROM memory and it is passed to the GSM Modem brand Maestro GSM/GPRS module by RS232 interface every 24 hours. The function of external EEPROM memory is used to store the remained data when GSM modems have a problem to transmit information.

Fig.2. Field data transmission by used the GSM networks.

Fig.3. Flow of the information from sensors to a GSM modem.
Experimental Result

The hardware prototype for the proposed system is shown in Figure 4. The result of this method will display on HMI interface of Figure 5. It is consists of serial port part which is used to make sure the GSM modem is successfully connected with personal computer. Then, the operator needs to select the option mode to run the system whether automatic or manual. When the automatic mode is activating, the relays will automatic turn off when the current that pass through the loads is larger than the higher rated interrupting current. Then alarm box will tell the operator that fault current is occurred and microcontroller will automatically cut off the power supply through relay. If the manual mode is selected, the alarm will trigger automatically when the fault current is occur. But the operators need to turn off the relay manually through the HMI interface. Table 1 is the results obtained by the following procedures described.

Fig.4. Hardware Prototype.

Fig.5. Fault Information Display.
Results • On Off
No Action HMI Symbols Actual Loads
1 Click on “RESET” button ● ● ● ●
2 Click on “ON” at Relay 1 ● ● ● ●
3 Click on “OFF” at Relay 1 ○ ○ ● ○
4 Click on “ON” at Relay 2 ○ ● ○ ○
5 Click on “OFF” at Relay 2 ○ ○ ○ ○

Table 1. Manual mode experiment results.

Conclusion

This paper presents the design and the development of a wireless data acquisition for distribution automation systems using microcontroller PIC16F877A. The proposed wireless data acquisition systems is based on GSM networks as communication media and Visual Basic as HMI software for processing, display and storing the collected information. This information has been analyzed in order to evaluate the performance of distribution automation systems. GSM network is used to transmit data to a personal computer based on a Maestro GSM/GPRS module. The contribution of this system is to control the functioning of distribution systems and also produce the data under real conditions. GSM network as a communication media can reduces considerably the cost of system management. The system proposed a good performance as a low cost of data acquisition systems.
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